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The object of etymology. Etymologically links with other sciences. Overview of the
history of etymological studies from Albanologists foreign and Albanian linguists.
Achievements in the field of epistemology and further tasks. Etymological studies
prof. Eqrem Çabej. Etymological new inquiries into Albanian.

The course description and
objective:
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Folk etymology and scientific etymology. Albanian vocabulary inherited. The
common Indo-European pulp in Albanian. The Illyrian Albanian. The Latin, Greek,
Turkish, Slavic, etc. distinct Romance in Albanian. The english and internationaly
used words. The etymology of words so far is unexplained. And as element of
proportion to the foreign element. Albanian elements in other languages. Using
etymological dictionaries of Albanian.
The course is intended for students:
 To acquire knowledge of the etymology of words in Albanian ;.
 To differentiate the popular etymology of scientific etymology;
 To enable that could utilize all their preparation philological arguments
etymological explanations;
 Be able to apply the knowledge acquired in the field of etymology.
From the course expect students to:
understand etymologists to foreign assistance and Albanians to study the
origins of words in Albanian.
 to be able to use the old Latin texts, names of places and people to explain
the origin of the respective words;
 be trained for scientific research in the field of epistemology Albanian;
 have had information relevant literature with Albanian etymology;
 Through this lëndeje we will try to encourage students to develop skills and
to understand, compare, judge, analyze and synthesize.
Lectures, seminars, probative tests, presentations, final test



Expected results:
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Teaching methodology:
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Evaluation
criteria:

methods

and

Account:
01- 49 = 5, 50-60 = 6, 61-70 = 7, 71-80 = 8, 81-90 = 9, 91-100 = 10
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